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Abstract
This dissertation’s main objective is to create a PV monitoring tool that allows the detection of
various types of faults and allows the system operator to select the ones that need to be repaired
or addressed in any other form. It also aims at filtering the non-significant anomalies so that no
resources are spent on temporary or minimal faults and makes it easier for the operator to detect
which ones need to be taken care of in a timely manner.
Monitoring systems are essential to maintain a system’s healthy operation and the maximize
revenue while minimizing maintenance and operation costs at the same time. They are also capa-
ble of displaying valuable reports of the system parameters and emit alarms when those parameters
are outside normal thresholds. However, the tool developed in this dissertation has an interface
better suited for monitoring as the information on the screen gets constantly updated and is dis-
played in percentage values for easy reading. It works as a decision support tool for the system
operator since it shows the faults that, considering the eventual cost of a maintenance operation,
are worth addressing, and filters the rest. Besides fault detection, it focuses on preventing unnec-
essary maintenance operations that obviously incur unnecessary costs and preventing a situation
in which a critical fault goes unresolved for a very long time.
The methodology used for creating the tool consists in creating a series of indicators that,
through specific data treatment methods, are extremely useful as a monitoring solution due to the
fact that the information is constantly being updated and is displayed in a very easy to read and
interpret way. The developed tool was also programmed to emit alarms when these indicator’s
parameters go below previously set values that can be changed by the user at any time in order to
filter the occurrences that the user doesn’t want to be alerted for.
The developed method is applied to a PV system located in the central region of Portugal
and the results show that there were long periods in which the system suffered critical faults that
remained unaddressed until the amount of energy lost corresponded to a far superior cost than
what an eventual maintenance operation would cost.
A review of this system’s faults and their consequences on the system’s performance is also
presented in this dissertation to allow the reader to have a perception of how critical they are. We
also show other interesting statistics such as how often each fault occurred and for how long.
Keywords: PV monitoring, Fault Detection, Performance Indicator, Algorithm, Decision Sup-
port, Maintenance.
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Resumo
O objetivo principal desta dissertação é criar uma ferramenta de monitorização de FV (foto-
voltaico) que permite a deteção de vários tipos de falhas, permitindo também ao operador do
sistema selecionar as que precisam de ser reparadas ou abordadas de alguma forma. Também tem
como objetivo filtrar anomalias não significativas de maneira a que não sejam gastos recursos em
falhas mínimas ou temporárias e faz com que seja mais fácil para o operador detetar quais as que
precisam de ser resolvidas prontamente.
Os sistemas de monitorização são essenciais para manter o funcionamento saudável do sis-
tema, maximizar os ganhos e ao mesmo tempo minimizar os custos associados à sua manutenção
e operação. Estes sistemas possibilitam também a criação de relatórios dos parâmetros do sis-
tema e emitem alarmes quando esses mesmos parâmetros estão fora dos valores aceitáveis. No
entanto, a ferramenta desenvolvida nesta dissertação possui uma interface melhor adaptada para a
monitorização na medida em que a informação que aparece no ecrã é constantemente atualizada
e disposta em valores percentuais, permitindo uma leitura mais fácil. Funciona como uma ferra-
menta de apoio à decisão do operador do sistema uma vez que mostra falhas que, considerando o
eventual custo de uma operação de manutenção, devem ser abordadas, filtrando o resto. Para além
da deteção de falhas, a ferramenta foca-se em prevenir operações de manutenção desnecessárias
que incorrem obviamente em custos desnecessários e prevenir também situações em que uma falha
crítica permanece não-resolvida durante um longo período de tempo.
A metodologia usada para a criação da ferramenta consiste em criar uma série de indicadores
que, através de métodos de tratamento de dados específicos, são extremamente úteis como ferra-
menta de monitorização devido ao facto da informação ser constantemente atualizada e disposta
de uma forma que permite uma interpretação fácil. A ferramenta desenvolvida foi também pro-
gramada para emitir alarmes quando os parâmetros destes indicadores atingirem valores inferiores
a um valor definido previamente, o qual pode ser modificado a qualquer altura pelo utilizador de
maneira a filtrar as ocorrências para as quais o utilizador não pretende ser alertado.
O método desenvolvido é aplicado a um sistema fotovoltaico localizado na região central de
Portugal e os resultados mostram que houve situação em que o sistema sofreu falhas críticas que
permaneceram sem resolução até o montante de energia perdida corresponder a um custo muito
superior ao custo de uma eventual operação de manutenção.
Também é apresentada nesta dissertação uma revisão das falhas do sistema e respetivas con-
sequências em relação ao desempenho do mesmo, com o intuito de dar ao leitor uma perceção da
sua severidade. Também apresentamos outras estatísticas interessantes tais como quão frequentes
foram as falhas e quanto tempo duraram.
Palavras-Chave: Monitorização FV, Deteção de Falhas, Indicador de Performance, Algoritmo,
Apoio à Decisão, Manutenção
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The following chapter contains a brief introduction to the problem the author is trying to solve.
The current state of the photovoltaic industry is presented, along with one of its main problems and
the author’s approach to help contribute to its solution. Information on the data and the software
used to perform this study is also included in this chapter.
1.1 Background of the Problem
In recent years there has been an exponential growth in photovoltaics across the world. In 2015,
the PV market grew worldwide to at least 48,1 GW of power capacity, excluding non-reporting
countries. If those were added, this value could go up to 50 GW, which represents an increase of
around 25% when compared to the 40 GW installed in 2014 [9].
PV systems may range from small standalone systems to utility-scale power plants. They can
also be grid-connected or off-grid systems. This dissertation will focus on a medium-sized rooftop
mounted system that is connected to the grid.
A standard PV system consists of the PV array, responsible for absorbing sunlight and produc-
ing electricity, the inverter, to convert the direct current coming from the PV array to alternating
current so that it can be directed to the utility grid, mounting and cabling accessories for assem-
bling a working system 1.1. Normally, PV systems also have data acquisition and monitoring
systems, but the information they provide is currently not being used as effectively as it could
be for maximizing performance and deciding which maintenance practices are the best and when
they should be done.
Given that this is still a relatively new and very attractive industry, the main focus of most
companies is still on installing more systems and to expand, leaving only a minority of them to
specialize on maintenance. However, this trend is about to change as the costs of PV modules and
installation rapidly decrease and companies look for new ways of increasing revenue [10].
PV monitoring is essential in all kinds of systems, small or big, for reducing costs related
to operation and maintenance and increasing both the system’s revenue and lifetime. It is also
1
2 Introduction
Figure 1.1: How a PV system works [1].
important for the system owners (some of them may have very little knowledge of how the system
works) to have a way of seeing how their systems are operating.
Since PV systems may keep producing for long periods of time even if some components are
in some way not working properly and some faults are simply temporary due to the intermittency
of the resource (changing weather conditions) or due to the automatic corrective actions of the
inverters, it sometimes become difficult for the system operators to decide if they should allocate
resources to solve faults as soon as they appear, since current monitoring tools don’t offer enough
information for such decisions to be easily made. On the other hand, there are cases where some
faults that critically affect the system’s performance are not promptly resolved.
1.2 Purpose of the Study
There is still much to be done in the photovoltaic industry as new services and business opportuni-
ties appear. The creation of a tool aimed at supporting the system operator’s decision making may
be a step in the right direction.
Within this context we feel compelled to create a tool that can detect faults by processing the
information about the system’s parameters and analyzing electrical patterns that may exist in the
data provided by the existing data acquisition tools found on the PV systems. Changes in these
patterns may represent faults or unwanted behavior within the components of the system. It is our
hope that we can minimize maintenance costs and maximize system revenue by helping operators
decide exactly which situations require special attention and avoid unnecessary maintenance op-
erations on one side and prevent critical faults from occurring for an extended period of time on
the other.
1.3 Goals 3
1.3 Goals
The main goal of this dissertation is to develop methods to detect variations in performance inside
the system and ascertain which of them require the most attention from the system operator, more
specifically:
• Identify reference patterns for production throughout days, weeks and months.
• Identify patterns in the measurements of the inverters.
• Find deviations in production between the inverters, to help find anomalies on them.
• Identify reference patterns for global production of the system, to help find variations that
may indicate, for example, dirt on the modules or other generic problems.
• Conceptualization of a graphical tool to serve as an interface between our methodologies
and the user by presenting performance indicators in a visually appealing way, to give the
user a perception of how severe the occurring faults are and whether maintenance operations
should be considered for them or not.
1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation will be structured in the following chapters:
• Chapter 1: Introduction - This chapter contains a brief introduction to the problem the author
is trying to solve. The current state of the photovoltaic industry is presented, along with one
of its main problems and the author’s approach to help contribute to its solution. Information
on the data and the software used to perform this study is also included in this chapter.
• Chapter 2: Review of the Literature - Contains a review of the literature - a description of
typical PV system faults and ways to identify them, an overview of the current state of PV
monitoring and the business services related to it.
• Chapter 3: System Data Analysis - This chapter contains an analysis of all the faults that
occurred in the system during 2015 and the respective consequences, along with some in-
teresting statistics.
• Chapter 4: Methodology - This chapter contains the methodology used to create the intended
indicators and tools.
• Chapter 5: Validation, Results and Discussion - Consists in the application of the created
method to the system’s data, its results and their discussion
• Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work - The overall conslusions of the dissertation are
presented in this chapter. Possible variations or upgrades to the developed method are also
mentioned for future works.
4 Introduction
1.5 Information and Software Used
The data used for this study was provided by Smartwatt. The data refers to a PV system located
in the central region of Portugal and was taken from January 1st, 2015 to December 3131, 2015.
The data measurements there we analyzed were: the DC current, DC voltage and DC power on
the inverter and the AC voltages and AC delivered power to the grid.
For analyzing the received data and creating our tool we resorted to a programming language
called R and the respective application, RStudio. This language is used for statistical computation
and graphics.
Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
In this chapter, a review of the literature is presented. First, we will begin by describing what types
of faults a typical PV system may suffer from. Then, we will reveal the main types of methods
that can be used to identify them. Next, we will review key PV monitoring concepts and give
examples of monitoring systems and software that currently exist in the market before mentioning
future business opportunities that are born from it.
2.1 Typical Installation-Related Faults in PV Systems
2.1.1 Sub-Optimal Module Orientation
Solar panels are stationary objects that can be mounted onto a frame, in rooftops or even be
building integrated. Although they can be perfectly aligned to receive the sun’s energy at some
stages of the day, it becomes a challenge to achieve the perfect orientation and tilt due to the sun
not being a stationary object.
Most of the light coming from the sun travels in a straight line. This means that, in order to
obtain the maximum amount of irradiation, the solar modules should be facing directly into the sun
perpendicularly to the sunlight’s trajectory. If we’re in the northern hemisphere, the panels should
be facing south and if we’re on the southern hemisphere, the panels should be facing north. When
talking about solar panel tilt, for a fixed PV system, it is recommended that they are installed with a
tilt angle corresponding to the vernal equinox (spring equinox), which is in March [11]. However,
some panels are not perfectly aligned with the sun due to small errors during the installation of
the system. If the same system is distributed across different similar buildings that have slightly
different orientations, then the task of orienting all the panels in the optimal direction becomes
more difficult. If the orientation is not set properly, the system could be constantly losing small
amounts of energy.
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2.1.2 Shading
Shading is a serious problem in PV systems [12][13][14]. It can cause a significant decrease in
performance and may damage the arrays. When a cell is shaded, its current is lower than it would
normally be. Since every cell in the same string must conduct the same current, if one of them is
shaded, the entire string will have its current reduced and therefore the power will also be reduced.
A similar effect occurs at the module level. Therefore, the shading of a single cell/module will
restrict the other cell/modules in the same string.
Although some types of shading are unavoidable, like the shading produced by the clouds,
some can be prevented but are often overlooked, such as the presence of trees that could grow tall
enough to obscure the solar panels. If the system is being installed during summer months when
the sun’s trajectory is at its highest, sometimes installers may not account for the fact that during
other months when the sun’s trajectory is different, the trees or other buildings may get in the way
between the solar panels and the sunlight’s trajectory, as shown in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Surrounding vegetation may keep the sunlight from reaching the solar panels during
some months, but not in others [2].
In order to mitigate some of the damage caused by shading, if it doesn’t hit the entire string but
only some of the panels, bypass diodes can be used to create an alternative path for the current to
flow, so that the shaded components doesn’t affect the rest (figure 2.2)[15]. The way they operate,
explained in a very simple way, is that they are reverse biased when the solar panel is operating
under normal conditions, conducting no current, and when the solar module/cell itself is reverse
biased, the diode activates and starts conducting current.
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of bypass diode operation under shading conditions.
Another alternative would be using microinverters as shown in figure 2.3 (one microinverter
installed on the back of every solar module), which would allow each module to be completely
independent of the rest and not affect the system’s overall output in a disproportional way. This
solution is, of course, more expensive.
Figure 2.3: A scheme showcasing the use of microinverters [3].
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2.2 Typical Faults During Operation in PV Systems
2.2.1 Inverter Unable to Connect to the Grid
The inability of the inverter to connect to the grid, in grid-tied systems, could have many different
causes [16]. There are situations when the grid voltage or impedance at the connection point with
the inverter is above a certain permissible limit and the inverter automatically disconnects in order
to maintain the quality of the delivered power. When this happens, the inverter will turn itself
back on when these parameters go back to their normal values. If not, the system operators and/or
installers need to confirm that the grid parameters are indeed not suitable for normal operation
of the system, and in that case they must contact the grid operators. The grid operators will
then decide if they want to take measures to solve the problem on their side or if they’ll allow
the inverter’s operating parameters to be changed by the system operators. The procedure for
changing these parameters is usually found in the respective inverter’s manual.
Other times, the system’s AC side connections will deteriorate or get loose enough to the point
of interrupting that connection between the inverter and the grid. In this case, the operators and/or
installers must check those connections to ensure they are intact and correctly fastened and check
the fuses and the AC voltages on the inverter connection point.
Finally, there can be times when the PV arrays are not yet delivering enough power to the
inverter for it to operate normally, since they have a minimum input power needed to connect to
the grid. This may happen when the irradiation levels are low, for example at dawn or dusk, due
to seasonal factors, like snow, or during periods of shading. As for the corrective measures of this
type of fault, waiting for the solar irradiation levels to increase is normally sufficient. If not, it must
be checked whether the modules are covered by snow or frost, or under permanent shading of any
other source. If the fault still persists even with normal levels of irradiation and temperatures, it is
possible that the system’s design and configuration need to be re-evaluated.
Whatever the cause of this fault is, the consequences to the system’s affected inverter(s) are
the same - the affected inverter(s) goes into open circuit operation since there is no load to feed
and the following happens:
• The inverter’s DC current decreases to zero.
• The inverter’s DC voltage increases to its maximum value (VOC).
• The inverter’s DC power and AC delivered power decrease to zero.
2.2.2 Module Soiling
Module soiling is a special case of shading, since the accumulation of dirt prevents some of the
light coming from the sun from hitting the surface of the PV modules (much like normal shading),
which results in the loss of power [17]. Bird droppings cause more severe effects than general dirt
since they completely block the light over a small area and can be treated as partial shading. The
consequences to the system electrical parameters are also the same. Even if one panel is more
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soiled than the rest in the same string, the entire string will behave as if all of them were as soiled
as the worst one.
Figure 2.4: Module Soiling [4]
2.3 Methods Used to Identify Failures
Overall, faults can be detected visually or with the help of more advanced methods that rely on
computational power.
2.3.1 Visual Inspection
Visual inspection is one of the simplest and yet most practical methods for detecting a multitude
of different faults. Despite its simplicity, it is still an effective way of fault detection. It is the most
common used method for some of the previously mentioned faults, such as shading caused by trees
or other buildings and the existence of snow, frost, dirt or dust in the modules. It is also a method
for confirming suspicions that the system operator/installer could have after looking at the results
shown by other fault detection methods. Some failures, however, do not manifest physically and
should be inspected with the help of more sophisticated tools.
2.3.2 Electrical and Data Analytics Methods
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in developing new, more efficient electrical
fault detection methods. This interest is reflected in the literature, which has been visibly expand-
ing on this particular subject. The following paragraphs contain a general overview of the most
acknowledged methods in the literature.
To begin with, in ref. [18] a method was proposed which relies on satellite-based systems to
acquire meteorological data of the desired location. This method allows the detection of constant
and variable energy losses caused by degradation of the solar modules, soiling, string failures,
mismatch effects, disconnection of the system from the grid, inverter’s limitations, MPPT failures
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or unfavorable temperatures. It can also detect losses due to the presence of snow or due to
blackouts. While this method cuts down on computational and simulation costs, it can, on the
other hand, lead to high costs for data loggers (electronic devices) and communication systems.
As the cost for PV systems decreases rapidly, cheaper monitoring methods are favored.
A monitoring circuit built to measure the operating voltage and current, the short-circuit cur-
rent and the open circuit voltage of PV modules was developed in ref. [19]. The circuit can
substitute the junction box and, since it is wireless, does not require any additional cables. This
method excels at detecting partial shading on the strings, the number of shaded panels and the
efficiency of the MPPT.
Some methods do not require climate data, such as the following method based on the Earth
Capacitance Measurement (ECM) that was developed in ref. [20] in order to detect the disconnec-
tion of a PV module. Additionally, the Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR) proposed in ref. [21]
can not only be used to detect disconnections of PV modules but it can also detect the impedance
variation due to degradation. Finally, a statistical method developed in ref. [22] based on the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and on the non-parametric Kruskale Wallis (KW) tests shows
high levels of accuracy and speed in locating misoperations and forecasting faults.
A fault detecting method based on the extended correlation function and the matter element
model was proposed in ref. [23] to detect malfunctions in a fast and efficient way and with less
memory consumption. It also allows the maintenance teams to confirm the fault types without
interrupting the system. A method to detect the partial shadow phenomenon was developed in
ref. [24] which relies on the analysis of the current-voltage characteristic (I-V characteristic).
There are also methods that use the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) approach. A
fault detection procedure based on the analysis of power losses was developed in ref. [25]. It
allows the identification of three groups of faults (faults in the modules, faults in the strings and
other faults such as partial shadowing, ageing and MPPT faults). The following method [26] is
also based on the analysis of power losses but it can detect faults in both the PV array and the
inverter.
Other methods are based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. A technique based on
Expert Systems was developed in ref. [27] and allows the identification of two types of faults
(failures due to shading effects and inverter failures). An effective technique based on Artificial
Neuronal Networks (ANN) was proposed in ref. [28]. Another method based on ANN was shown
in ref. [29]. This method is mainly used to detect short-circuited modules. In ref. [30] a technique
based on ANN to detect a multitude of faults occurring in a PV array was developed, which takes
as inputs the current and voltage at the MPP and the module’s temperature. Finally, [31] and [32]
are two separate Takagie Sugeno Kahn Fuzzy Rule based methods. The results shown in these
methods point out that these systems can recognize more than 90% of fault conditions.
A technique based on Decision Trees (DT) was used in ref. [33] to determine faults using an
Over-Current Protection Device (OCPD) and was shown to be highly accurate.
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2.4 PV Monitoring
The information displayed in this section, along with most of its images, will be based in refer-
ences [5] and [34].
2.4.1 How it Works
PV monitoring is the act of visualizing and constantly checking the information coming from
the system about its state and performance in order to maintain a healthy operation. Nowadays,
PV monitoring systems are capable of reporting the most valuable information about the system
and of emitting alerts when the system indicates a problem. The ultimate goal of PV monitoring
is to accelerate and maximize the return on investment associated with the installation costs, by
optimizing its performance and availability and reducing costs in maintenance. The way that the
monitoring and PV systems interact with each other is shown in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Interaction between the monitoring system and the PV system [5].
Normally, a data logger (electronic device used for storing data) collects the data that comes
from the system and sends it to the Internet. These data loggers can receive data on various time
intervals, normally every 15 minutes. However, it can range from receiving data every minute
to receiving it daily. There are numerous system components that communicate data to the data
logger, such as the inverters and the energy meters. The net energy meters measure the amount of
power delivered to the grid and used from the grid, showing the net production or consumption.
Since the energy meter is positioned between the loads and the grid, it doesn’t only measure the
PV production.
In order to make all this data available online, network connections are required, which can be
made wirelessly or hard-wired (using cables). The data logger used in the acquisition system is
normally connected to the Internet through a router.
Data displaying is usually done through the use of web portals, which consist on the viewing
platform of the PV system’s data. They can be accessed through a computer, smartphone, tablet,
or any other similar device. In some cases, there can be multiple web portals for a single system -
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a public portal with general information and a private, password-secured one with more advanced
and private information used for maintenance and troubleshooting. There are many different web
portals available, each of them with their own brand logo and their own unique way of displaying
information. In general, for string inverter systems, the web portals usually display each inverter’s
energy production on a daily, monthly, yearly or lifetime basis and the inverter power is normally
reported at 15 minutes or hourly intervals. It will also display DC and AC voltage measurements,
as well as current measurements. Naturally, it will also indicate if there is a problem with an
inverter if it is not transmitting data or if the production is not within normal values. Web portals
allow the download of production history reports and they also have the option of reporting data
collected from a weather station, if available.
Figure 2.6 contains an overview of a monitoring system and its components. Not all monitor-
ing systems necessarily have all the components shown in the figure.
Figure 2.6: Monitoring system overview [5].
2.4.2 Levels of Data Treatment and Analysis
There are three different levels of data treatment and analysis. The customer’s needs and budget
are taken into consideration when choosing the most appropriate level for the system.
1. The basic approach. This level consists of simple data measurement, its transfer and vi-
sualization. It makes sense for residential customers who own smaller systems and who
typically have lower budgets than commercial/industrial clients. At this level, the data may
undergo some pre-treatment, such as averaging and extrapolation of data.
2. The threshold approach. This second level of data analysis also takes measurements of the
data and pre-processes it in order to obtain valuable information, and then compares it with
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the expected values. If the deviation between real and expected values is too big, alerts or
alarms are sent to the user depending on the severity of the deviation.
3. Smart Data Analysis. The third level is a direct upgrade to the second, since it uses sophisti-
cated data analytics methods to avoid false alerts/alarms and to provide information of vital
importance such as the localization of the faults, their identification and how critical they
are.
2.4.3 Examples of Monitoring Systems and Software
The following monitoring systems were developed by inverter manufacturers and have, in addition
to the previously mentioned monitoring capabilities that most monitoring systems possess, some
added features that distinguish them from the rest.
2.4.3.1 Fronius
Fronius, as a residential inverter manufacturer company, is one of the few that offers the complete
monitoring service when buying the inverter without any extra charge. The inverters have an
internal data logger (the Datamanager 2 data logger) that communicates with the web portal (figure
2.7). It is also extremely simple to set up the monitoring system. An app was developed for
systems that have Fronius inverters that allows their users to register the inverters by simply taking
a photo of the inverter’s barcode. Fronius’s monitoring systems also come with a personal display
unit that can monitor up to 15 inverters.
2.4.3.2 SMA
SMA uses a monitoring device called Webconnect Piggy-back Card that is installed inside their
inverters and collects and shares data to their web portal called Sunny Portal (figure 2.8). SMA
also offers a very useful, solar-powered display unit that communicates via Bluetooth and can
store information of up to 90 days that can then be transferred to a computer via USB connection.
2.4.3.3 Other Brands
Kaco offers their own monitoring feature, the watchDOG communication card. Each card can
monitor up to three inverters and transmit the data to their own web portal - Kaco Blueplanet web
portal - which is free for systems up to 10kW. Solectria has a monitoring device, the SolrenView
DAS gateway, that is used along with their PVI TL line of inverters. A single gateway can monitor
up to 16 inverters. Schneider Electric offers a similar device - the Conext Monitor 20 unit that can
monitor up to three of the brand’s inverters.
Other companies offer third-party monitoring options for systems that contain multiple invert-
ers from different brands, making it possible to monitor them through the same web portal and
making the installation simpler. A few company names that offer these types of solutions are:
Deck Monitoring, Locus Energy, Solar-Log and eGauge.
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Figure 2.7: Fronius web portal - Solar Web [6]
Figure 2.8: SMA web portal - Sunny Portal [7]
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2.4.3.4 General Scope of PV Monitoring Software
There’s a wide variety of PV monitoring software. It ranges from web portals, like the ones
shown previously that were developed by inverter manufacturers and possess extremely valuable
features, to other different types such as software needed as support for data acquisition systems,
data storage systems, weather sensors and everything else on the scope of PV monitoring. Figure
2.9 has a complete list of the functionalities incorporated on current PV monitoring software.
Figure 2.9: Functional Scope of PV Monitoring Software (Source: SoliChamba Consulting)
2.4.4 Business Opportunities
The PV monitoring’s supply chain is still being constructed and cemented, and there are many
opportunities for new business to flourish, namely for companies working on data analytics and
monitoring software, as well as companies that offer Operation and Maintenance Services (O&M).
There is an ongoing trend in the PV monitoring industry towards both vertical integration (a com-
pany acquiring another company that operates before of after it in the production process in order
to strengthen its supply chain) and horizontal integration (acquisition of similar companies with
the intent of increasing in size, expanding the customer spectrum, diversify the product or reduce
competition). There already are large multinational companies looking to offer complete energy
solutions looking for smaller, easy to acquire companies that focus on different aspects of moni-
toring. Companies that provide smart-data analysis are among the main targets of acquisition and
partnership deals.
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Figure 2.10 shows all the business activities related to PV monitoring.
Figure 2.10: PV monitoring related businesses [5].
2.4.5 Operation and Maintenance Services
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) is a PV monitoring related service, and as such is a must for
reducing PV systems’ financial costs. This service includes everything from real-time monitoring
of the system parameters that we’ve already discussed above to the deployment of various types
of maintenance. There are three types of maintenance strategies: corrective/reactive maintenance,
preventive maintenance and condition-based maintenance [35][36].
Preventive maintenance consists of periodic visits to the site to perform regular general in-
spection and maintenance tasks to minimize downtime and production losses. On the other hand,
it may also incur in higher maintenance costs in case of unnecessary visits to the site. Preventive
maintenance tasks include:
• Panel cleaning
• Vegetation Management
• Wildlife Prevention
• Upkeep of Power Generation System
• Upkeep of Data Acquisition and Monitoring Systems (electronics, sensors, etc.)
• Site maintenance (security, removing snow, repairing fences, etc.)
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Corrective/reactive maintenance happens after the anomaly has occurred. While this type
of maintenance allows for low upfront costs, it may expose the system’s components to higher
risks, making them more vulnerable and eventually failing in preventing more expensive failures.
Corrective maintenance consists of:
• On-Site Monitoring
• Critical Reactive Repair (repairs that address faults that cause production losses)
• Non-Critical Reactive Repair (repairs that deal with degradation situations)
• Warranty Enforcement
Condition-based maintenance involves using the system monitoring information to dynami-
cally assess whether maintenance services are needed or not by predicting failures. While this type
of maintenance strategy may help raise the efficiency of the system, it may also be more costly
due to the type of communications and monitoring software needed. Condition-based maintenance
tasks consist of:
• Active Monitoring (both on-site and remotely)
– Energy Meter Management
– Real Time Monitoring and Verification
– Daily, Weekly and Monthly Reports
– Alarm Management
– Web Portal
– Performance Optimization
• Warranty Enforcement
• Equipment Replacement
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Chapter 3
System Data Analysis
In this chapter we will review the performance of our installation in the year of 2015. We will
present examples of faults that the system experienced during this year, along with interesting
statistics to help understand what kind of situations we’re trying to work with. This data was
extracted from a text file (.txt) and processed using a programming language called "R" to perform
the following analysis.
3.1 Extracting Information using R Studio
This section was created to give the reader an example on how the software was used. However,
for the rest of the dissertation, we will try to omit most of the programming technicalities and skip
straight to the important information about the PV system.
To begin with, the information provided to us on a text file had to be imported to some piece
of software capable of performing the analysis we wanted and draw conclusions about the system.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the contents of the raw text file (a huge text file with 11 million lines and
543MB of memory space). In order to import this information to R Studio, we had to create and
run a script that told the program how exactly it was supposed to handle the text file. That script is
presented in figure 3.2. The resulting data frame with more than 11 million lines is shown in figure
3.3. This data frame contained all of the information needed to perform the rest of the analysis,
and all other data frames created after were subsets or molded versions of this one.
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Figure 3.1: The original .txt file.
Figure 3.2: The R script used to import the information from the text file into a data frame in R.
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Figure 3.3: The resulting R data frame, after running the script.
3.2 System Components
The system has 6 different SMA inverters [37] operating simultaneously, each with a 10-digit serial
number that identifies them. Although the system only has 6 inverters operating simultaneously,
the data we received had measurements for 8 different inverters because two of those inverters
were replaced with two other inverters with the same nominal power during the course of the year.
The inverters of the system we’re analyzing are:
1. Inverter 2110012286 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 15000TL.
Eventually replaces inverter 2110437811. It has 4 strings in total (3 of them connected to
MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and each string has 18 solar panels connected in series.
2. Inverter 2110278911 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 17000TL.
Eventually replaces inverter 2110438319. It has 5 strings in total (4 of them connected to
MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and each string has 18 solar panels connected in series.
3. Inverter 2110437811 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 15000TL.
Eventually gets replaced by inverter 2110012286. It has 4 strings in total (3 of them con-
nected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and each string has 18 solar panels connected
in series.
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4. Inverter 2110438319 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 17000TL.
Eventually gets replaced by inverter 2110278911. It has 5 strings in total (4 of them con-
nected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and each string has 18 solar panels connected
in series.
5. Inverter 2110442207 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 17000TL.
It has 5 strings in total (4 of them connected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and
each string has 18 solar panels connected in series.
6. Inverter 2110442431 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 17000TL.
It has 5 strings in total (4 of them connected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and
each string has 18 solar panels connected in series.
7. Inverter 2110562194 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 17000TL.
It has 5 strings in total (4 of them connected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B) and
each string has 18 solar panels connected in series.
8. Inverter 2110603851 - SUNNY TRIPOWER 10000TL.
It has 3 strings in total (2 of them connected to MMP A and 1 connected to MPP B). The
two strings connected to MPP A have 16 solar panels each, and the string connected to MPP
B has 18 solar panels.
All solar panels have a peak power of 190W.
Figure 3.4 shows the operating time period for each inverter, so the reader can see at which
time the inverters 3 and 4 got replaced with inverters 1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 3.4: The operating period for each inverter (we can see that inverter 3 got replaced with
inverter 1 and inverter 4 got replaced with inverter 2).
Figure 3.5 contains the DC side diagram of the system (only one inverter represented) and
figure 3.6 contains a Google Earth image of the system’s location.
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Figure 3.5: DC side system diagram.
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Figure 3.6: Google Earth image of the system’s location.
3.3 Automatically Detectable Faults in the System
This system is equipped with SMA inverters that automatically emit alarms when they stop de-
livering active power to the grid. The inverters also display an event number on their respective
screens, which correspond to a different type of fault.
3.3.1 Voltage Increase Protection
This type of event occurs when the 10-minute average grid voltage goes above a certain threshold
and the inverter automatically disconnects from the grid. This can happen because the grid voltage
and/or impedance at the connection point are too high, in which case the inverter attempts to
maintain the power quality by disconnecting itself, as stated previously.
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In figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 we can see the inverter with the serial number "2110562194"
disconnected after 15:00 and switched itself on shortly after. The same happened after 16:00. The
current and power values reached zero and the voltage hit its maximum value, which corresponds
to a situation of open circuit (VOC). As a consequence of this fault, both the delivered active power
and the AC voltage in each phase hit the value of zero while the fault persisted, as seen in figures
3.11 and 3.12, which proves that the inverter was not connected to the grid.
As soon as these values go back to normal, the inverter switches itself back on, making this a
temporary event that shouldn’t require any human intervention.
Figure 3.7: R Studio showing some "Voltage Increase Protection" occurrences (event 3).
Figure 3.8: DC Current (A) of each inverter on Mai 2nd 2015.
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Figure 3.9: DC Voltage (V) of each inverter on Mai 2nd 2015.
Figure 3.10: DC Power in MPP A (W) of each inverter on Mai 2nd 2015.
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Figure 3.11: Delivered AC active power (W) of each inverter to the grid on Mai 2nd 2015.
Figure 3.12: AC voltage (V) on the three phases of each inverter on Mai 2nd 2015.
In order to give the reader an idea of how many times these events occur in the PV system, we’ll
include some statistics for each of the faults mentioned in this section. Figure 3.13 shows some
interesting information about the "Voltage Increase Protection" event, or "event 3". In this case,
only 2 of the 8 inverters of our system suffered this event. This figure shows how many times this
event occurred for each of these two inverters and how long each occurrence lasted. In this case,
the inverter that has the serial number ending in "194" suffered from this event on twelve different
occasions, while the inverter ending on "911" only had four. Although some of the occurrences
corresponding to inverters 194 and 911 are grouped together, it doesn’t mean they happened at
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the same time, since this graphic doesn’t have any information about when each of those distinct
occurrences appeared, for simplicity sake. It should also be noted that for this specific event the
duration of the occurrences is in minutes because all of them had a short duration. However, this
will not be the case for some of the following events.
Figure 3.13: Number of distinct occurrences and their duration for each inverter, for the "Voltage
Increase Protection" event (event 3).
3.3.2 Problems with the AC Cabling
This type of event occurs when there is a problem in the AC cabling, which causes the inverter to
not be able to connect to the grid until the quality of such connections is ensured. To solve this
problem, the entire AC cabling must be checked to make sure it is correctly connected and the
cables are intact, along with the fuses. The AC voltages at the connection point must be measured
as well.
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As seen in figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16, when the fault occurred, the DC current and DC active
power at MPP A of one of the inverters (inverter 2110012286) plummeted and the DC voltage
increased to its maximum value, corresponding to an open circuit situation (VOC). Naturally, the
active power delivered to the grid by the same inverter was also zero (figure 3.17). Since the
inverter isn’t connected to the grid during this event, the AC voltages are zero as well (figure
3.18).
Figure 3.14: DC Current (A) of each inverter on April 2nd.
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Figure 3.15: DC Voltage (V) of each inverter on April 2nd.
Figure 3.16: DC Power in MPP A (W) of each inverter on April 2nd.
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Figure 3.17: Delivered AC active power (W) of each inverter to the grid on April 2nd.
Figure 3.18: AC voltage (V) on the three phases of each inverter on April 2nd.
To add some perspective and to compare this event to the others, if we look at figure 3.19 we
can see right away that the event duration is now in hours as opposed to the duration in last the
event’s figure which is in minutes, so the first piece of information we can extract from this is
that this event has a much higher overall duration per unique occurrence than the previous one.
Another aspect that can be observed right away is that one of the inverters stands out from the
rest. Inverter 2110438319 (ends with "319", hence the name "inv319") has 5 separate occurrences
of this event, but the last one lasted for 435 hours. This is the occurrence that eventually led to it
being replaced by inverter 2110278911 because it apparently had problems connecting to the grid.
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It is also important to note that this inverter (319) spent approximately 20% of its time with this
error.
Figure 3.19: Number of distinct occurrences and their duration for each inverter, for the "AC
Cabling problems" event (events 13 and 1302).
3.3.3 Device Disturbance
This event is very closely related to the one above ("Problems with the AC cabling") and indicates
a problem in the grid relay in the inverter. The cause is also a problem in the AC cabling and
the consequences are the same: the inverter disconnects since the relay problem prevents it from
connecting to the grid. It only occurred in 2 subsequent observations (a 6-minute time span) during
a long period when the inverter registered the "Problems with the AC cabling" event, on June 23rd,
and thus cannot be easily distinguished from that event while analyzing the values/measurements
from that day, as seen in figure 3.20 and could ultimately be grouped into the same event.
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Figure 3.20: DC Current (A) (top), DC voltage (V) (middle) and DC power in MPP A (W) (bot-
tom) of each inverter on June 23rd.
3.3.4 Unstable Operation
This type of event doesn’t trigger an inverter alarm, only a warning. It happens when the power
supply at the DC input is not high enough for the inverter to operate properly. The inverter has a
minimum amount of input power needed to operate, and if that minimum is not met, the inverter
cannot connect to the grid until that value of input power is reached. This situation occurs normally
at dawn or dusk when the sun is low.
In this system, this event only occurs on a few days at dawn, and it is responsible for a very
minimal loss of delivered power and should be no major cause for concern, as it typically goes
away when the irradiation levels rise. It could be a cause for concern if, however, the problem
would persist during the rest of the day, which doesn’t happen in this case.
An example of this event can be seen in figure 3.21 which had to be zoomed in to only show
2 hours in order to clearly see the fault. Inverter 851, the "smallest" (10 kW nominal power) of
the system, didn’t receive enough input power during the first periods of the day like the other
inverters, and thus only connected to the grid almost at 7:30. As for the values of the DC voltage,
following what happened with other faults, when the inverter is not connected to the grid, the DC
voltage increases compared to its normal value (which, in the case of this inverter, is always lower
than the rest), as seen in figure 3.22. It is also important to note that at the very beginning of this
graphic the voltage values appear to be very high before rapidly decreasing to normal values. This
corresponds to an open circuit situation (VOC) since the inverter is not connected to the grid before
dawn.
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Figure 3.21: Delivered AC active power (W) of each inverter to the grid on September 26th (only
during 2 hours).
Figure 3.22: DC voltage (V) of each inverter on September 26th (only during 2 hours).
Moving on to the statistics of this event, inverter 2110603851 suffered from this fault on 47
separate occasions, each of those occurrences’ duration ranging from six to eighteen minutes,
which means this inverter had this fault on 47 different days, at dawn. Figure 3.23 shows the num-
ber and duration of the distinct occurrences of this event on two other inverters. The reason inverter
851 is not displayed in the graphic is because of the number of occurrences (47 occurrences would
make the figure harder to read, making the other two inverters harder to see). Naturally, since this
event is composed by short duration occurrences, the duration axis is in minutes in this case.
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Figure 3.23: Number of distinct occurrences and their duration for each inverter, for the "Unstable
Operation" event (events 33 and 3302).
3.3.5 Fan Fault
This diagnostic appears in the inverter when one of its fans is blocked and must be cleaned. It
is responsible for a constant loss in power that eventually amounts to a big value and needs to
be addressed if it persists for a very long time. In our case, it resulted in the inverter which
had this error for a long period to eventually get replaced. Inverter 2110437811 registered this
fault on every day with good or mostly good weather. The only days in which the inverter didn’t
register this fault were cloudy ones. Figure 3.24 represents a day with good weather in which this
event occurred. We found no noticeable differences between this day and the other clear days in
which inverter 2110437811 was operating because, as we said, all clear days have this fault in this
inverter. It should be noted that the AC delivered power from inverter 2110437811 is supposed to
be lower than the rest even without any faults because of its lower nominal power, but not by the
amount shown in the figure. To have a general idea of the amount of power lost due to this fault,
we can look at figure 3.33 in which we can clearly see that inverter 2110437811 had the lowest
power output, out of all inverters. However we won’t dwell too much on this figure right now
since it will be explained in one of the next sections.
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Figure 3.25 shows the number of separate occurrences and their respective duration. The first
thing we notice is that the graphic is more cluttered than the rest. The reason for this is that the
inverter had this error on 50 different occasions. Additionally, each of those times the duration
of the error was very long compared to other faults with an average of 6.77 hours per occurrence.
When we add all these numbers up we can see that this inverter spent approximately 43% of its
operating time with this fault, which was most likely the main reason for its replacement.
Figure 3.24: Delivered AC active power (W) of each inverter to the grid on March 8th.
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Figure 3.25: Number of distinct occurrences and their duration in inverter 811, for the "Fan Fault"
event (event 7508).
3.3.6 Derating
The system’s inverters display the event number corresponding to this fault when their delivered
power was inferior to the nominal power for a duration equal or higher than 10 minutes due to
excessive temperatures. This event may appear occasionally depending on the design and ambient
temperature of the system. However, the inverter will keep displaying this event number through-
out the rest of the day, even if the fault only persisted for a small amount of time, which makes it
difficult to draw conclusions about this error since the inverter may be registering that the event is
occurring even though it may have already stopped.
This event is a reminder to check the heat dissipation mechanisms of the system in case
it appears frequently, which is not the case for this system. It only occurred once in inverter
2110442431 on the 19th of June at 14:06 and persisted until the end of that day (a 7 hours dura-
tion). Looking at figure 3.26 that shows the delivered active powers for that day, we can see that
there is indeed a small disturbance in the performance of the inverters but that can’t be from heat
dissipation problems in inverter 431 because then it shouldn’t affect all of the inverters, and we
can’t see a clear deviation of the values of inverter 431 from the rest. We can then conclude that
the fact that this fault got registered only once and that the consequences are barely noticeable
make this event almost insignificant when compared to the other faults in this system.
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Figure 3.26: Delivered AC active power (W) of each inverter to the grid on June 19th.
3.4 Non-Automatically Detectable Faults in the System
The following faults are not picked up by the inverters because they are not system anomalies,
meaning they don’t occur because a component is malfunctioning but rather because of external
factors. While some of the previous faults were also caused by external faults (like high temper-
atures, for example), those faults caused severe malfunctions in the system such as the complete
disconnection of certain inverters or damaged components (like the fans). The faults in this section
are not as severe but they occur persistently and are important to report.
3.4.1 Shading
The first case consists of a persistent loss of power that occurs during the early hours of the day and
sometimes late in the afternoon and we think is most likely the consequence of shading produced
by objects like nearby trees that may be covering some of the system’s solar modules.
If we look at figure 3.27 that represents the delivered power on January 3rd we can see that
there’s a clear discrepancy between the output of the inverters from around 8:30 to 10:30 and after
16:00. It appears that the strings connected to inverter 2110442431 are the only strings that are not
under any kind of shading because its power curve has a normal progress on both the beginning
and the end of the day. However, all the other inverters seem to have some strings whose solar
modules are being covered in shade during those periods. There’s a period between 10:00 and
10:30 when the inverters quickly return to their normal values, suggesting that’s the time when the
object completely stops obscuring the modules. These discrepancies get less and less accentuated
between January and March (figure 3.28), until they stop occurring completely between April
and September (figure 3.29) before returning on October and increasing in value from then until
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December (figure 3.30). This confirms that the cause is most likely shading caused by a nearby
object like a tree, and the fault gets more or less evident as the sun’s trajectory changes over the
months, in a cycle. If it goes higher, the tree gradually gets out of the sunlight’s trajectory and if
gets lower, the tree gradually gets back into the sunlight’s trajectory.
Figure 3.27: Delivered power (W) on January 3rd.
Figure 3.28: Delivered power (W) on February 8th.
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Figure 3.29: Delivered power (W) on Mai 27th.
Figure 3.30: Delivered power (W) on December 22nd.
3.4.2 Soiling
Soiling is the cause of some of the most constant and subtle discrepancies between the outputs of
the inverters. Even between inverters of equal nominal power, small differences in power output
are bound to happen. If we take a look some of the figures from the previous section such as figures
3.27, 3.28 and 3.30 we can see that, in all of them, there are small differences in power outputs
between the inverters, even during periods when there are no faults like at peak hours (between
11:30 and 13:30, for example) and between inverters with the same nominal power. Section 3.5
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contains summarized data for the whole year where it’s easier to understand the consequences of
soiling rather then when showing data for just one day, since the consequences of soiling are very
subtle but persistent, as we’ve already mentioned. For this reason, we’re just going to make this
brief mention to this fault and we’re going to come back to it on the next section.
3.4.3 Sub-Optimal Module Orientation
Another very small and always-remaining situation that we’re just going to mention here and
tackle with more depth in section 3.5 for the same reason as the previous fault is what we consider
sub-optimal module orientation. This happens when some inverters have higher power outputs
in percentage that others in some periods of the day and lower outputs in others. This indicates
that the solar modules that compose the strings of some inverters do not possess the exact same
orientation as the modules that compose a different inverter’s strings. We should keep in mind
that this is a situation that occurred during the installation of the system and could be hard to fix.
However, this leads to some inverters having very slightly lower maximum power output values
than others, and is a situation worth registering. An example of sub-optimal module orientation
can be seen in figure 3.27.
3.5 System Performance Summary
Finally, we are going to summarize the overall system performance with a series of graphics that
show each inverter’s average performance per hour (6h - 21h), month (jan - dec) and day of the
year (1 - 365) so the reader has the chance to see the consequences for the whole year of the
previously mentioned system faults, instead of just one example per fault.
Let’s first take a look at table 3.1. This table shows how many days each inverter was operating
for before the start of 2015, the year we’re analyzing. It looks like most of the inverters had been
operating for almost a year, while the two last inverters had only been operating for around a
month and a half. Obviously there’s no data for inverters 2110012286 and 2110278911 because
they were both added to the system in 2015 as replacements. It is interesting to see that two of
the three oldest inverters (inverters 2110437811 and 2110438319) were the ones who had to be
replaced due to serious faults. Although one year isn’t considered a particularly long time period
for these inverters (they have a 5-year warranty according to [37]), it could be sufficient to make
the difference between normal and defective behavior.
Number of operating days before 01-01-2015
Inv 286 Inv 911 Inv 811 Inv 319 Inv 207 Inv 431 Inv 194 Inv 851
N/A N/A 353 355 355 348 40 53
Table 3.1: Number of operating days before the start of 2015.
Let’s now analyze the next six figures: 3.31, 3.32, 3.33, 3.34, 3.35 and 3.36. They show the
normalized values of each inverter’s performance (values between 0 and 1, similar to a 0% - 100%
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range) compared to a reference that we created. Since we didn’t have any information about any
surrounding PV systems for comparison, we had to make a reference out of our own system’s
measurements. The reference we chose was a new variable that contained the delivered power
value of the inverter with the highest output for each occurrence throughout the year (for every 6
minutes between 01-01-2015 and 31-12-2015 we selected the inverter that had the highest output
and created a new variable with those values). Since there were inverters with a lower nominal
power than others, the values were normalized between them all before choosing the maximum
for each occurrence. The creation of the reference values will be thoroughly explained in the next
chapter, in section 4.4.1.1. For now let’s go back to the three figures. The first two have the average
delivered power values per hour, the third one has the average delivered power values per month
and the last three have those average values per day of the year (1 - 365) divided in groups of 120
days for clarity purposes. The information displayed in those figures confirms most of the faults
that are both detectable and non-detectable by the inverters. Lets go over them now:
• Problems with the AC Cabling & Device Disturbance (refer to section 3.3.2):
When we went over this fault in one of the previous sections we saw that inverter 2110438319
had a very long occurrence, approximately 700 hours long which roughly corresponds to 30
days. This occurrence happened on June 21st and lasted until the inverter was removed from
the system on July 23rd. The consequences of this fault are evident. The inverter had by far
the lowest average power output out of all inverters during June and zero output during July.
Figure 3.35 shows exactly when the fault happened.
Inverters 2110437811 and 2110012286 also had one fairly long occurrence each (171 hours
and 197 hours duration, respectively) that can be seen in figure 3.34. Naturally, their power
outputs during March and April, respectively, were also much lower when compared to the
other inverters. Inverter 2110437811 was already experiencing fan problems before this
event occurred and was replaced shortly after.
• Fan Faults (refer to section 3.3.5):
Evidence of this fault can be seen by looking at figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33. Inverter
2110437811 registered this fault during 43% of its operating time and the consequences
show. It was the worst performing inverter on every month and on every hour, on average,
before being removed. However, the hourly values were influenced by the fact that this
inverter did not operate during the whole year (when the weather conditions were certainly
different). It is natural, for example, that this inverter doesn’t have any values for hours 19,
20 and 21 since the sun sets before that in January, February and March.
• Shading (refer to section 3.4.1):
Early day shading can be confirmed by looking at graphics 3.31 and 3.32. Here we can
see that the delivered power difference between inverter 2110442431, the only inverter that
didn’t register any shading, and the rest is considerably wider at hours 8 and 9 than during
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the rest of the day. The only reason why this difference is not noticeable at 6:00 and 7:00
is because the inverters didn’t register any values for those hours during those months when
the shading problems occurred, since the sun didn’t rise until 8:00. A similar situation can
be seen at 16:00, the only hour that registered minor shading problems at dusk (we can see
that the bar corresponding to inverter 2110442431 is bit higher than all the others, which
doesn’t happen at 15:00 nor at 17:00).
• Sub-Optimal Module Orientation (refer to section 3.4.3):
Sub-optimal module orientation is responsible for some of the system’s power losses, even if
very minor. It makes it so that some inverters have higher outputs than others in some stages
of the day but lower in others, but what ultimately makes a good orientation is if during
peak hours the power output is at its maximum. If we look once again at figures 3.31 and
3.32 it becomes evident that, for example, during the morning inverter 2110442431 has a
higher average delivered output value than inverter 2110562194, but during the evening the
opposite happens. This means that the modules that make the strings of inverter 2110442431
are more east-oriented, while the ones that make the strings of inverter 2110562194 are more
west-oriented.
• Soiling (refer to section 3.4.2):
Much like shading, soiling is also responsible for a considerable amount of the system’s
losses because it is an almost permanent situation, but instead of representing a change in
the power output difference between different hours of the day, it creates a difference in the
overall power output values between inverters. By looking at the output values across all
hours and all months we can see that, even for the inverters with the same nominal power
and during periods without any faults on them, there are differences in those values. That is
very likely to be a consequence of soiling. Even if we look at the values for each day of the
year we can see that there are inverters with higher values than others. For instance, inverter
2110438319 has a lower power output than the other inverters of the same nominal power
(17kW) throughout most days of the year, even before the fault that leads to its removal
occurs. The exact same happened to inverter 2110442207, another 17kW inverter that had
roughly the same power output than inverter 2110438319 before its removal. This could
mean that these two inverters were dirtier than inverters 2110278911 (the replacements for
inverter 2110438319), 2110442431 and 2110562194 during the whole year.
Another thing worth of note is, when looking at the first and last 50 days of the year, even
though inverter 2110442431 clearly has higher output values, these days correspond to the
periods when the shading problems occurred (which didn’t affect inverter 431 at all) and so
this situation is not related to soiling and we cannot draw conclusions about it when only
looking at these days.
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• Non-Impactful Faults:
– Voltage Increase Protection (refer to section 3.3.1): This event’s occurrences where
very scarce and short (refer to figures 3.11 and 3.13). Even for inverter 2110562194
where this fault occurred the most, the impact was very minimal.
– Unstable Operation (refer to section 3.3.4): Same reason as the fault above. Even
though it occurred 47 times on inverter 2110603851, the consequences were so mini-
mal that we couldn’t show them without zooming the figure that had the values for the
whole day. Naturally, since this fault only occurred 6 times on inverter 2110438319
and 4 times on inverter 2110442207, the consequences were even less impactful in
these cases.
– Derating (refer to section 3.3.6): As explained in this fault’s section, it had barely any
impact in our system.
Figure 3.31: Average inverter performance per hour (6h-13h).
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Figure 3.32: Average inverter performance per hour (14h-21h).
Figure 3.33: Average inverter performance per month.
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Figure 3.34: Average inverter performance per day of the year (day 1 to day 120).
Figure 3.35: Average inverter performance per day of the year (day 121 to day 240).
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Figure 3.36: Average inverter performance per day of the year (day 241 to day 365).
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Chapter 4
Methodology
In this chapter we will be explaining how we developed our algorithms, indicators and alarms to
extract the most important information out of our data.
4.1 Introduction
In order to determine, from an operator standpoint, if a maintenance operation is needed, we must
create tools that will emit alerts when we are losing too much power over a certain time period or
when we’re losing more money than what a maintenance intervention would cost. If the amount of
energy we’re losing during a certain time period amounts to a higher monetary value than the cost
of the maintenance, that period will be registered by our tool and the operator will automatically
be notified that it is worth analyzing. This tool was also programmed in R, using the same program
- R Studio.
Before beginning to describe the methodology, there are three very important notions that need
to be explained since all of them will be mentioned very frequently throughout this chapter:
• The Algorithms - There will be two different algorithms, the "Percentages of the Maximum
Power" algorithm and the "Power Losses" algorithm. The algorithms are R-language scripts
composed by groups of functions that shape the data according to what kind of information
we want to extract from it. The algorithms are divided into two main steps each:
– Step 1: The creation of their own performance indicators.
– Step 2: Setting and applying their alarm conditions to those indicators.
• The Performance Indicators - The indicators are series of tables composed of weighted
means of values that represent percentages of the maximum power of an occurrence (created
by first algorithm) or the power loss values (created by the second algorithm). They are
obtained by running the algorithms over the original system’s data provided to us. Each
algorithm will have the following three indicators:
– A 3-days indicator - This indicator will have information regarding periods of 3 days.
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– A 1-week indicator - This indicator will have information regarding periods of one
week.
– A 1-month indicator - This indicator will have information regarding periods of one
month.
Although both algorithms will be creating indicators referring to the same time intervals,
they will be calculated differently, as we mentioned previously. The first algorithm will be
using percentages of the maximum power and the second algorithm will be using power loss
values which means we will have 6 different indicators in total, three for each algorithm.
• The Alarms - The alarms are conditions set by us (not automatically calculated by the algo-
rithm) that have to be met for a certain time period to be considered worthy of analysis. The
main goal of the algorithm is to apply the alarm conditions set by the user to the indicators,
in order to extract the time periods that meet those conditions.
4.2 Normalizing According to the Nominal Power Values
Before starting to work on our algorithms, we performed a normalization of the power values of
all the inverters with respect to their nominal power values. These normalized values will be used
on both algorithms.
For all the occurrences, we divided the value of the delivered power of each inverter by their
respective nominal power, as shown below in equation 4.1:
Pαi,n =
Pi,n
Pβn
(4.1)
where:
Pαi,n = Normalized power value of inverter n on the ith occurrence
Pi,n = Delivered power value of inverter n on the ith occurrence
Pβn = Nominal power of inverter n
The nominal values (Pβn) used for normalizing each inverter’s occurrence values are shown in
table 4.1.
Inverter Serial
Number
2110012286 2110278911 2110437811 2110438319 2110442207 2110442431 2110562194 2110603851
Nominal DC
Power Value (W)
15000 17000 15000 17000 17000 17000 17000 10000
Table 4.1: Values used for normalizing.
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4.3 The Algorithms’ Fluxogram
The fluxogram that explains the thought process of both algorithms (they use the same process
even though some of the values used in each of them are calculated differently) is presented next.
All the steps included in the fluxogram will be analyzed and explained in the following sections
of this chapter.
Figure 4.1: The Fluxogram for both Algorithms (part 1).
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Figure 4.2: The Fluxogram for both Algorithms (part 2).
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4.4 Algorithm 1 - Percentages of the Maximum Power
4.4.1 Creating the Performance Indicators
4.4.1.1 Normalizing According to the Reference
For the first algorithm only, after normalizing the power values of each inverter according to their
nominal power, we had to normalize those values one more time with respect to our reference
in order to determine if the inverters were performing properly or not. For this study we chose
as a reference the values that correspond to the maximum power of each occurrence, out of all
the inverters, because we didn’t have any information about other systems that may exist in the
same area, and so we had to compare the inverters in our system among themselves instead of
comparing them to other systems’ inverters. This new set of maximum values corresponds to a
new, imaginary inverter that will be our reference (figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: The first few rows of the data frame in R which contains an added column with the
maximum value of each row/occurrence.
Figure 4.4 shows the result of this normalization which contains values in percentage (or, more
accurately, in values ranging from 0 to 1), as seen in equation 4.2.
Pγi,n =
Pαi,n
max(Pαi)
(4.2)
where:
Pγi,n = Percentage of the power value of inverter n on the ith occurrence with respect to the
maximum for that occurrence
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Pαi,n = Normalized power value of inverter n on the ith occurrence
max(Pαi) = Maximum power value of the ith occurrence, out of all inverters
Figure 4.4: The first few rows of the data frame in R which contains the percentage values of the
delivered power of each inverter.
With this preparation of the data it becomes a lot easier to compare the values between all the
different inverters and to understand the data since percentages are easier to read than raw power
values in Watts. It doesn’t allow, however, for an economic analysis of the situation, which is
something we’ll cover later in the next algorithm.
Finally, for simplification purposes, the values where grouped in hourly values by calculating
the average of the 6-minutes values of that hour, which means the data went from having one value
for every 6 minutes for each inverter to one value for every hour (one value for 6:00, another for
7:00, etc.), making it easier to program the algorithm this way. Figure 4.5 shows a few rows of the
resulting table.
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Figure 4.5: The first few rows of the data frame in R which contains the normalized values grouped
in hourly values.
4.4.1.2 Calculating the Weighted Means
The process of calculating the weighted means was divided into 2 main steps.
1. First, the algorithm creates a linear sequence of weights for the days, for each indicator.
(a) For the 3-days indicator, we created a sequence from 1/3 to 3/3, increasing by 1/3. This
means that the first day (the one furthest from the present) was attributed a weight of
1/3, the second day had a weight of 2/3 and the third day (the present day) had a weight
of 3/3, or 1 (expressions 4.3 and 4.4).
(ak)3k=1, ak =
1
3
k (4.3)
Ak = {13 ,
2
3
,
3
3
} (4.4)
(b) For the 1-week indicator, a sequence of weights ranging from 1/7 to 7/7, increasing by
1/7 was attributed to each day of the week, with the present day weighting the most
(expressions 4.5 and 4.6).
(bk)7k=1, bk =
1
7
k (4.5)
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Bk = {17 ,
2
7
, ...,
7
7
} (4.6)
(c) For the 1-month indicator, a sequence between 1/30 and 30/30, increasing by 1/30 was
attributed to each day since it was assumed that a month corresponded to a period of
30 days (expressions 4.7 and 4.8).
(ck)30k=1, ck =
1
30
k (4.7)
Ck = { 130 ,
2
30
, ...,
30
30
} (4.8)
2. Second, the algorithm starts going through the table which contains the percentage values
of the delivered power calculated in the previous section (the Pγ values), selects the values
of the past hours needed to calculate the current indicator, and calculates the weighted mean
of all inverters for that occurrence before moving to the next one, until it reaches the end of
the table. It does this whole process for each one of the three indicators.
(a) For the 3-days indicator:
• The algorithm starts on the row corresponding to the first hour of the third day of
the year.
• Then, it collects the last 3 days’ power values (including the present day) that
correspond to that hour, for all inverters. Let’s say it starts on January 3rd at 7:00.
It collects the power values corresponding to that hour, the power values corre-
sponding to January 2nd at 7:00, and the power values corresponding to January
1st at 7:00 (refer to matrix 4.10).
• After that, it calculates the weighted average for the hour it is currently in, for
each inverter (in this example it would be February 3rd at 7:00). The expression
the algorithm uses to calculate the weighted means is shown below (equation 4.9).
¯Pγi,n =
∑3k=1akxik,n
∑3k=1ak
(4.9)
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considering :xi1,1 = Pγ(i−48),1 xi1,2 = Pγ(i−48),2 . . . xi1,n = Pγ(i−48),6xi2,1 = Pγ(i−24),1 xi2,2 = Pγ(i−24),2 . . . xi2,n = Pγ(i−24),6
xik,1 = Pγi,1 xik,2 = Pγi,2 . . . xik,n = Pγi,6
= [Xi]
(4.10)
where:
¯Pγi,n = The value of the weighted mean of the collected Pγi,n values of inverter n,
on the ith occurrence
ak = The kth value of 3-days weights sequence
xik,n = The Pγ value with index (k,n) of the Xi matrix, where i represents the
occurrence/hour the algorithm is currently in
• Then, it jumps to the next occurrence/hour and repeats the two previous steps until
it reaches the end of the table with the percentage power values.
• The 3-day indicator is now complete.
(b) For the 1-week indicator:
• The algorithm starts on the row corresponding to the first hour of the seventh day
of the year.
• Then, it collects the last 7 days’ power values (including the present day) that
correspond to that hour, for all inverters (refer to matrix 4.12).
• After that, it calculates the weighted average for the hour it is currently in, for
each inverter. The expression the algorithm uses to calculate the weighted means
is shown below (equation 4.11).
¯Pγi,n =
∑7k=1bkxik,n
∑7k=1bk
(4.11)
considering :
xi1,1 = Pγ(i−144),1 xi1,2 = Pγ(i−144),2 . . . xi1,n = Pγ(i−144),6
xi2,1 = Pγ(i−120),1 xi2,2 = Pγ(i−120),2 . . . xi2,n = Pγ(i−120),6
... ... . . . ...
xik,1 = Pγi,1 xik,2 = Pγi,2 . . . xik,n = Pγi,6
=
[
Xi
]
(4.12)
where:
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¯Pγi,n = The value of the weighted mean of the collected Pγi,n values of inverter n,
on the ith occurrence
bk = The kth value of 1-week weights sequence
xik,n = The Pγ value with index (k,n) of the Xi matrix, where i represents the
occurrence/hour the algorithm is currently in
• Then, it jumps to the next occurrence/hour and repeats the two previous steps until
it reaches the end of the table with the percentage power values.
• The 1-week indicator is now complete.
(c) For the 1-month indicator:
• The algorithm starts on the row corresponding to the first hour of the thirtieth day
of the year.
• Then, it collects the last 30 days’ power values (including the present day) that
correspond to that hour, for all inverters (refer to matrix 4.14).
• After that, it calculates the weighted average for the hour it is currently in, for
each inverter. The expression the algorithm uses to calculate the weighted means
is shown below (equation 4.13).
¯Pγi,n =
∑30k=1 ckxik,n
∑30k=1 ck
(4.13)
considering :
xi1,1 = Pγ(i−696),1 xi1,2 = Pγ(i−696),2 . . . xi1,n = Pγ(i−696),6
xi2,1 = Pγ(i−672),1 xi2,2 = Pγ(i−672),2 . . . xi2,n = Pγ(i−672),6
... ... . . . ...
xik,1 = Pγi,1 xik,2 = Pγi,2 . . . xik,n = Pγi,6
=
[
Xi
]
(4.14)
where:
¯Pγi,n = The value of the weighted mean of the collected Pγi,n values of inverter n,
on the ith occurrence
ck = The kth value of 1-month weights sequence
xik,n = The Pγ value with index (k,n) of the Xi matrix, where i represents the
occurrence/hour the algorithm is currently in
• Then, it jumps to the next occurrence/hour and repeats the two previous steps until
it reaches the end of the table with the percentage power values.
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• The 1-month indicator is now complete.
All the indicators are now created. Figure 4.6 contains the first few rows of the 1-month
indicator and figure 4.7 contains a graphic of the 1-month indicator at the end of August 20th.
Figure 4.6: A few rows of the data frame in R which contains the hourly delivered power weighted
values of the last month.
Figure 4.7: Status of the 1-month indicator at the end of August 20th (algorithm 1).
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4.4.2 The Alarm Condition
Having created the indicators, we need to program the algorithm to automatically warn the user
whenever the performance of one or more inverters on any indicator drops below a certain value,
which can be chosen by the user. Before checking the alarm condition, a new variable called
"alarm" was created, which consists of a new column in the data frame initialized with the value
of zero for all the occurrences/rows. The algorithm then checks every row to see if the alarm
condition for that row is met (inverter performance below a set value), and it sets the alarm variable
to 1 if it does (expression 4.15). Figure 4.8 shows a few rows of the resulting table after the
algorithm applied the alarm condition to the 1-month indicator. In this case we set the alarm to
trigger if any inverter had a percentage power value equal or below 0.35 - 35%.
( ¯Pγi,n ≤ minValue→ alarmi = 1)∧ ( ¯Pγi,n > minValue→ alarmi = 0) (4.15)
where:
¯Pγi,n = The value of the power weighted mean of inverter n, on the ith occurrence
minValue = The minimum value, to be set by the user, under which the alarm will trigger
alarmi = The variable that will store the information about whether there is one or more in-
verters operating below the minimum value in the ith occurrence or not
Figure 4.8: A few rows of the table that results from the algorithm applying the alarm condition
to the 1-month indicator.
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Although this alarm has its uses if we wish to see the average performance of an inverter during
the indicators’ time periods, it doesn’t allow us to precisely determine whether the system should
undergo a maintenance operation or not, hence why we developed the next algorithm.
4.5 Algorithm 2 - Power Losses
By using the first algorithm we can create very useful indicators that allow us to have a clear and
simple representation of how high the output of a certain inverter is compared to the rest, but it may
not be as helpful in making the important decision of spending resources to perform a maintenance
operation. That’s why it is also important to develop a similar, yet slightly different algorithm, to
see exactly how much power, in Watts, the inverters are losing through the year to try and calculate
a monetary indicator. This algorithm will, once again, help us decide whether to trigger the alarm
or not (so that the operator can see if a maintenance operation should be performed).
4.5.1 Creating the Performance Indicators
4.5.1.1 Calculating the Losses
For this algorithm, instead of calculating the percentage of the delivered power compared to the
reference (maximum of each occurrence), we calculated how much power each inverter lost when
compared to the reference. Equation 4.16 shows how each power loss value was obtained:
Li,n = (max(Pαi)−Pαi,n)×Pβn (4.16)
where:
Li,n = Power loss on the ith occurrence for inverter n, in Watts
max(Pαi) = Maximum normalized power value of the ith occurrence, out of all inverters
Pαi,n = Normalized power value of inverter n on the ith occurrence
Pβn = Nominal power of inverter n
The result of this operation is shown in figure 4.9. In order to confirm that the calculated power
loss values make sense we can look at figure 4.10 and make sure that the values of both figures
match, which is the case. The names of the columns of the first figure end with 3 digits which
correspond to the last 3 digits of the inverter serial numbers. The main goal of equation 4.16 was
to obtain the power loss values of each inverter compared to the hypothetical maximum of that
inverter, otherwise we would have much higher loss values for the inverters with lower nominal
power.
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Figure 4.9: Power losses on the first occurrences of January 1st, 2015.
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Figure 4.10: Delivered active power (W) on January 1st, 2015.
4.5.1.2 Calculating the Weighted Means
The process of calculating the weighted means for this algorithm is extremely similar to the one
described in section 4.4.1.2, except this time we’ll be using the power loss values calculated in sec-
tion 4.5.1.1 instead of the normalized delivered power values that we used for the first algorithm.
We will also be calculating three indicators with the exact same time ranged as before.
It is important to note that, similarly to what happened for the first algorithm, prior to the
calculation of the weighted means, the values of the power losses were also grouped into hourly
values for simplification purposes.
This algorithm also has the same two main steps that the first algorithm had for the calculation
of the weighted means and consequently the calculation of the indicators:
1. First, it creates a linear sequence of weights for the days, for each indicator. These sequences
are exactly the same as the ones calculated by the first algorithm.
2. Second, it starts going through the table which contains the loss values (L values), and, like
the first algorithm, it selects the values of the past hours needed to calculate the current
indicator and calculates the weighted mean of all inverters for the current occurrence before
moving to the next one, and so on.
We can see that the only thing that changes is the fact that instead of using the percentage
power values (Pγ) we are going to use the loss values (L) so if we were to adapt equations 4.9 to
4.14 to this algorithm the only thing we would have to do would be to replace the Pγi,n and ¯Pγi,n
variables with Li,n and ¯Li,n (weighted means of the loss values), respectively.
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Figure 4.11 shows a few rows of the 1-month indicator data frame created in R Studio and
figure 4.12 shows the graphical representation of those values on August 10th, which was a normal
day with no faults.
Figure 4.11: A few rows of the data frame in R which contains the hourly power loss weighted
values of the last month.
Figure 4.12: Status of the 1-month indicator at the end of August 10th (algorithm 2). Values in
Watts (W).
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4.5.2 The Alarm Condition
Calculating the alarm condition for the present indicator is a little more complex than the first one
because we are trying to make calculations that involve money. The alarm triggers when the value
of the power lost over the period of time that the indicator we’re applying it to covers increases
over the hypothetical value that corresponds to how much a general maintenance operation would
cost, so that the system operator can be notified when it should, theoretically, be profitable to
send someone to repair the system or perform any other kind of maintenance. With that said, our
problem can now be summarized in the next equation:
Cmaintenance = CkWh×Laverage×Ndays×Hdaylight ×Ninverters (4.17)
where:
Cmaintenance = The cost of a general maintenance operation (e)
CkWh = The cost of energy (e/kWh)
Laverage = Average power loss per hour per inverter needed to trigger the alarm (W)
Ndays = Number of days that the indicator covers (three, seven or thirty)
Hdaylight = Average daylight hours per day
Ninverters = Number of inverters in the PV system, in our case the number is 6
Since we want to find the value of Laverage, we can transform equation 4.17 into equation 4.18:
Laverage =
Cmaintenance
CkWh×Ndays×Hdaylight ×Ninverters (4.18)
where:
Cmaintenance = The cost of a general maintenance operation (e)
CkWh = The cost of energy (e/kWh)
Laverage = Average power loss per hour per inverter needed to trigger the alarm (W)
Ndays = Number of days that the indicator covers (three, seven or thirty for our indicators)
Hdaylight = Average daylight hours per day
Ninverters = Number of inverters in the PV system, in our case the number is 6
In order to calculate Laverage we will have to make three assumptions:
1. The cost of a general maintenance operation (Cmaintenance). Considering that the system is
located in the central region of Portugal and it is necessary to send a technician to that
location and to pay him, the cost was set by us to be approximately 200e. This is the
tipping point that the algorithm will look for between triggering an alarm or not.
2. The price of energy (CkWh). For this case, the price of energy was set to 0,10e per kWh.
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3. Average daylight hours per day (Hdaylight). According to [38], Portugal has an average of
12 hours of daylight per day throughout the year, so this is the value we will use in our
calculations.
It is important to remember that, although the algorithm was implemented using the values
assumed above, they can be changed to different values that better match a different user’s criteria
at any time with very little effort.
With these assumptions, we are ready to use equation 4.18 to calculate Laverage for our three
indicators since they all cover a different number of days, and the number of days is one of the
variables of our equations. Let’s calculate it for the 1-month indicator:
Laverage =
200
0.10×30×12×6 = 926W
The results for all indicators are shown in table 4.2. These results tell us that, for example, for
the 3-days indicator, which contains the average power loss values of the last three days, when the
algorithm is looking at a certain day and deciding if it should trigger the alarm or not, the average
power loss value per hour for that day across all inverters has to be equal or superior to 9259 W
for it to trigger, which means that each inverter was losing an average of 9259 W or more per hour
for three days straight. If this happens, it means the system lost 200e or more worth of energy
during that period. However, for the 1-month indicator, it is natural to think that in order to lose
the same 200e worth of energy in one month, a lesser amount of power lost per day is needed
(approximately 10 times less).
Indicator Three Days One Week One Month
Laverage 9259 W 3968 W 926 W
Table 4.2: Average power loss per hour per inverter needed to trigger the alarm, for all indicators.
Then, since we want the algorithm to compare Laverage to the values of our indicators, we will
have to create a new column called mean on each of them. This column represents the variable that
the algorithm will compare to Laverage. It is the value of the average hourly losses of all inverters
on each day. To get the values of the means on each day we will have to change the hourly values
to daily values. If we aggregate the values pertaining to different days into separate groups, we
can calculate the daily values by using equation 4.19.
¯Ldayi,n =
∑dhi=1 ¯Li,n
dh
(4.19)
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where:
¯Ldayi,n = The daily average value of ¯Li,n
dh = The number of daylight hours on the current day (' 12 hours)
Equation 4.20 shows the formula used to calculate the values of mean. Naturally, the values of
the mean variable will be different for each indicator since the values of ¯Li,n are also different, but
the general equation is the same.
meani =
∑6n=1 ¯Ldayi,n
6
(4.20)
After shaping our indicators into this more appropriate format, the algorithm can now run the
alarm condition over the indicators’ values (equation 4.21).
(meani ≥ Laverage→ alarmi = 1)∧ (meani < Laverage→ alarmi = 0) (4.21)
Figure 4.13 shows an example of a few rows of the table corresponding to the algorithm output
after running the alarm condition over the 1-month indicator.
Figure 4.13: A few rows of the data frame in R corresponding to the algorithm output after running
the alarm condition over the 1-month indicator.
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Chapter 5
Validation, Results and Discussion
In this chapter we are going to validate the algorithms we developed in the previous chapter using
the data referring to the presented system and we are going to share the results before analyzing
and discussing them.
5.1 Percentages of the Maximum Power Algorithm
If we apply the Percentages of the Maximum Power algorithm that we created in chapter 4 to our
system’s data we are going to get three indicators for three different time ranges, and for each of
those indicators we are going to get the hours in which the alarm triggered. In order to do this,
we’ll set a percentage value which will be the same for all three indicators corresponding to a
minimum acceptable performance under which the alarm will trigger.
For the decision of what value would be the best for the alarm condition, we tried to find the
lowest possible value that was able to detect most of the system’s faults, so that we would find
only the worst occurrences of each of the faults. We found out that a minimum of 0.35 - 35% was
the best value for this, and any value above that would show a huge amount of occurrences that
may not be interesting for the system operator (the intended user of this tool) to look at.
This means that we want our algorithm to show us:
• Every hour in which the average performance of one or more inverters during the previous
3 days was consistently equal to or below 35%, which means we will see any serious faults
that persisted for around 3 days. For this indicator, the algorithm detected 864 hours spread
across 124 different days where the average power output of one or more inverters was
below 35%.
• Every hour in which the average performance of one or more inverters during the previous
week was consistently equal to or below 35%, which means we will see any serious faults
that persisted for around one week. For this indicator, the algorithm detected 670 hours
spread across 76 different days where the average inverter output of one or more inverters
was below 35%.
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• Every hour in which the average performance of one or more inverters during the previous
month was consistently equal to or below 35%, which means we will see any serious faults
that persisted for around one month. For this indicator, the algorithm detected 670 hours
spread across 76 different days where the average inverter output of one or more inverters
was below 35%.
Table 5.1 shows the complete list of the days that were detected by running the algorithm over
each indicator.
3-days Alarm 1-week Alarm 1-month Alarm
January 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12,
24, 29
10, 11, 12 N/A
February 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21
9, 10, 19, 20, 21 N/A
March 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17
11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17
N/A
April
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20,
21, 22, 23, 25
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 22, 23
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16
Mai N/A N/A N/A
June
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30
20, 21, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28,29, 30
N/A
July
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 27, 28
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23
August 7, 12, 13, 22, 30, 31 12 N/A
September 1, 2, 3 1, 2 N/A
October 24, 25, 28 N/A N/A
November 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 23,
25, 27
10, 11, 12, 13, 27 N/A
December 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 19,
20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28
2, 4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 21,
29
N/A
Total Number
of Days 124 76 30
Table 5.1: Complete list of days detected by each indicator after running Algorithm 1.
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Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show examples of the 3-days, 1-week and 1-month indicators’ values,
respectively, at the end of one of their detected days.
Figure 5.1: The values of the 3-days indicator on February 18th.
Figure 5.2: The values of the 1-week indicator on March 16th.
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Figure 5.3: The values of the 1-month indicator on July 20th.
We can rate the three indicators’ alarms in order of importance. The 1-month indicator alarm
should be the most important and the one that the operator should be most aware of, since it shows
occurrences that could represent a big power loss and this could mean that the operator should take
immediate action. On the other hand, the occurrences that only show on the alarm of the 3-days
indicator most likely do not represent a big power loss and should only be taken care of if the cost
of repairing the fault is very low or if can be done remotely with little effort.
It is interesting to see how a series of days registered by the 3-days indicator’s alarm will
eventually (but not always) lead to one of the following days appearing on the 1-week indicator’s
alarm too, and a series of days registered by the 1-week indicator’s alarm will eventually (but,
again, not always) lead to one of the following days being picked up by the 1-month indicator’s
alarm. This means that normally, all faults will start by being picked up by the "least important"
indicator’s alarm.
By looking at figures 3.34, 3.35 and 3.36, we can verify that the 1-month indicator’s alarm
registered the only faults that persisted for a very long time. There were only two occasions where
this happened - once in April in inverter 2110012286 and once in July in inverter 2110438319
(both consequences of faults in the AC cabling). So we can see the algorithm is working as it is
supposed in this case.
Moving on to the 1-week indicator’s alarm, we can see that it picked up a few days in January,
November and December, the majority of them being registered because of the early shading
problem. If we look once again at figures 3.34, 3.35 and 3.36 we can see that the 1-week indicator’s
alarm picks up all the situations in which an inverter stopped working, which also means that the
algorithm is also working as expected when applying the alarm condition to this indicator.
The 3-days indicator’s alarm is the most difficult to keep track of since it picked up a very big
number of days. It also registered shading problems and AC cabling problems.
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Even though these alarms are very useful, they do not show exactly how much money was
lost during each fault and do not make decisions based on that, which would be even more useful.
That’s why the alarm condition of algorithm 2 was created.
5.2 Power Losses Algorithm
After running the previously created Power Losses algorithm on our data we got our indicators.
After that we ran the algorithm’s alarm condition over the indicators, and the results we got are
displayed in table 5.2:
3-days Alarm 1-week Alarm 1-month Alarm
January N/A N/A N/A
February N/A N/A N/A
March N/A N/A 14, 15, 16
April N/A N/A
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26
27, 28, 29
Mai N/A N/A N/A
June N/A N/A 29, 30
July N/A N/A
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23
August N/A N/A N/A
September N/A N/A N/A
October N/A N/A N/A
November N/A N/A N/A
December N/A N/A N/A
Total Number
of Days 0 0 53
Table 5.2: Complete list of days detected by each indicator’s alarm after running Algorithm 2.
This is a very important list because its calculation involves monetary values (that the previous
algorithm didn’t consider) and the only days that appear in this list are the ones in which we can
show with a fairly high degree of certainty that we’re losing more money than what a maintenance
operation would cost. It can also reflect a poor decision on the operator’s part of not replacing the
damaged inverters sooner, thus prolonging the moments of excessive power losses for longer than
necessary.
If the system is losing money through energy losses but the operator is not sure if the fault is
temporary or not, it makes sense not to act until the monetary value corresponding to the amount
of energy lost is high enough, but this list shows that there were long periods during which that
value was met or surpassed but the solution to these problems came later than it should have (by
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almost a month in two of those situations). The reason that these faults remained unresolved for
this long could be that the PV systems’ operators do not yet possess tools capable of this type of
analysis.
One thing that may pop up to the reader’s eye is that the 3-days and 7-days indicators’ alarms
didn’t register a single day. The reason why this happened is because in order to lose 200e in
three or seven days, the inverters would have to be losing an incredible amount of power during
that time interval. In fact, in order for a day to be picked up by the 3-days indicator’s alarm, the
inverters would need to be completely disconnected almost all the time during those 3 days, which
never happened during this year.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of the 1-month indicator’s values at the end of one of its detected
days.
Figure 5.4: The values of the 1-month indicator (2nd algorithm) on September 16th.
We will now show how much extra energy was lost due to the faults that happened on the days
that appeared on the 1-month alarm not being resolved in a timely manner. We will analyze the
time period between the 5th and the 29th of April and the time period between the 29th of June and
the 23rd of July.
• Between the 29th of June and the 23rd of July:
Figure 5.5 shows the inverter performance during this period. These values are not weighted
means and so they do not represent any of the indicators. This is an actual representation of
what happened. This figure is identical to figure 3.35 but it only shows the selected period.
The average amount of power lost on inverter 2110438319 during this period due to the fault
that disconnected it from the grid was 7,327kW. If we convert it to energy, we get:
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Figure 5.5: Inverter performance between the 29th of June and the 23rd of July.
Elost = 7,389kW ×378h= 2793,0kWh (5.1)
where Elost corresponds to the amount of energy lost, 378h is the total number of registered
hours during that period (excluding hours without daylight).
If we consider the price of 0,10e per kWh, we get the amount of money we lost for repairing
that inverter almost one month later than we should have, instead of as soon as the 1-month
alarm appeared.
EURlost = 2793,0kWh×0,10e= 279,3e (5.2)
where EURlost is the amount of money lost.
To get a perspective on how much these numbers represent when compared to the whole
system, we can calculate approximately how much energy the system would have produced
during this period if all the inverters were operating normally, and then divide the amount of
energy we lost because of the faulty inverter by the total amount of power the system would
have produced. To get these numbers, we’ll perform the following calculations:
Esystem = (17kW ×N17 +15kW ×N15 +10kW ×N10)×PSNJuly×Ndays (5.3)
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where:
Esystem = The amount of energy the entire system would have produced between the 29th of
June and the 23rd of July if inverter 319 had been replaced as soon as the alarm appeared.
N17,N15,N10 = The number of 17kW, 15kW and 10kW inverters in the system, respectively
PSNJuly = Peak Sun-Hours in July. Figure 5.6 illustrates what this variable means. The
PSN in July for the system’s location is 6,86kWh/m2, according to PVGIS (Photovoltaic
Geographical Information System). This means that it takes 6,86 hours at an irradiation
of 1000W/m2 (a standardized value, very close to the maximum) to get the same total
irradiation of a normal day in July. When the irradiation is at its maximum, the solar modules
are at their maximum too, which means that the system’s total production value per day is
equal to the value of having it produce at its maximum for only 6,86 hours.
Ndays = Number of days in the period
Figure 5.6: Peak Sun Hours illustration. Source [8]
Esystem = (17kW ×4+15kW ×1+10kW ×1)×6,86×25 = 15949,5kWh (5.4)
Now we can calculate the percentage of the energy that was lost compared to a hypothet-
ical situation in which the fault was resolved immediately after appearing in the 1-month
indicator.
Elost
Esystem
=
2793,0
15949,5
= 0,175 = 17,5% (5.5)
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• Between the 5th and the 29th of April (figure 5.7):
Figure 5.7: Inverter performance between the 5th and the 29th of April.
This period is a little more complicated (although it’s not as serious) because it is composed
of a quick succession of three different faults. Since the last two were resolved fairly quickly,
we’ll only look at the first one that occurred between the 5th and the 13th of April.
The average amount of power lost on inverter 2110012286 during this period due to the fault
that disconnected it from the grid was 5,540 kW. If we convert it to energy, we get:
Elost = 5,540kW ×110h= 609,4kWh (5.6)
where 110h is the total number of registered hours during that period (excluding hours
without daylight).
Again, considering the price of 0,10e per kWh, we get the amount of money we lost for
repairing that inverter approximately one week later than we should have, instead of as soon
as the 1-month alarm appeared.
EURlost = 609,4kWh×0,10e= 60,94e (5.7)
Following the same procedure, we can calculate approximately how much energy the system
would have produced during this period if all the inverters were operating normally, and then
divide the amount of energy we lost because of the faulty inverter by the total amount of
power the system would have produced. To get these numbers, we’ll perform the following
calculations:
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Esystem = (17kW ×N17 +15kW ×N15 +10kW ×N10)×PSNApril×Ndays (5.8)
where:
PSNApril = Peak Sun-Hours in April.
Esystem = (17kW ×4+15kW ×1+10kW ×1)×5,76×8 = 4285,4kWh (5.9)
Now we can calculate the percentage of the energy that was lost compared to a hypothet-
ical situation in which the fault was resolved immediately after appearing in the 1-month
indicator.
Elost
Esystem
=
609,4
4285,4
= 0,142 = 14,2% (5.10)
Looking at these numbers we can see that the algorithm has indeed detected persistent faults
worth of being repaired, where a big amount of money was lost. If the operator had a tool with
this functionality, he could have made the decision of acting sooner and consequently saving a
considerable amount of energy and money. The most obvious case was the June/July fault - in this
case our algorithm detected that after the 29th of June, a maintenance operation would be worth
less money than the amount of energy the system was losing due to the occurring fault, making
this an obvious case of attempting to repair the system as soon as possible. However, since the
operator didn’t act for almost a month, the system lost an extra 279,3e worth of energy, which
corresponds 17,5% of the energy the system would have produced during that month if the fault
had been resolved.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we will make the final remarks about the work developed in this dissertation and
its contribute to the area. We will also discuss what follow-up work could be done.
6.1 Meeting the Goals and Final Conclusions
Due to the exponential increase of PV systems throughout the world, it is increasingly important
to develop new PV monitoring methods, in an attempt to increase the systems’ performance and
lifetime. With that said, numerous new tools have been hitting the market recently, which allow
the monitoring of the system’s various parameters and emit alerts when their current production is
below a certain threshold.
In this dissertation we developed indicators that correspond to three different time intervals
- three days, one week and one month. These indicators display information about the system’s
performance in a very intuitive way, and were designed to be constantly updating in a real scenario,
making them ideal for monitoring. The indicators were developed using two different algorithms
that handle the data in different ways - one of them calculates the indicators using normalized
power values and the other calculates them using the power loss values. In the end we saw that the
indicators allowed us to detect which faults occurred persistently and which didn’t, and what was
their overall impact through those periods.
Additionally, these two algorithms were also programmed to run an alarm check on the corre-
spondent indicators’ values in order to select the occurrences that were the most crucial, according
to what the user/operator wishes to see. The first algorithm emits alarms if an inverter’s perfor-
mance over a certain period of time decreases below a certain minimum and the second algorithm
emits an alarm if the monetary value corresponding to the amount of power lost due to one or
more combined faults surpasses the cost of a maintenance operation (the cost of maintenance that
the algorithm considers can be changed by the user).
Looking at the results, we saw that our first algorithm was very useful for detecting most
faults, including the ones that were not automatically picked up by the inverters such as situations
of shading. The second algorithm proved itself very useful for detecting critical faults that were
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heavily affecting the system’s performance. It emitted alarms that would have been very useful
for the studied system’s operator since it would have enabled him to make an earlier decision of
repairing the system, and could have potentially saved 279,3e worth of energy in one month,
which corresponds to roughly 17,5% of the system’s revenue. Looking at these results, we can
assume that the operators of the studied system possibly did not possess a tool with the capabilities
that we’ve developed in this dissertation.
We have also performed a very thorough analysis of the system’s behavior during the year of
2015. An analysis of all the different types of faults was presented along with how many times
each of them occurred, their duration and their consequences. We analyzed what happened to
the system’s DC currents, DC and AC voltages and DC and AC power values, and we also saw
that two of the system’s inverters had to be replaced due to some of the most serious faults that
occurred in that year. We discussed which faults had the most and least impact and also which
ones the inverters were able to pick up and the ones they didn’t, and why.
6.2 Future Work
The most immediate action after developing these algorithms would be to implement them, making
a piece of software that would make these algorithms fully optimized and quickly accessible to
any photovoltaic system and to any operator looking to have an additional tool for support.
Another aspect that would improve the quality of the algorithms would be to develop them
using data of not only one system, but of various systems in the same area since it would be
easier to understand and detect some of these faults. If all the inverters in one system are dirty or
disconnected from the grid, we have no way of making the algorithm recognize that since they are
all the inverters would have the same problem at the same time and our algorithm compares them
to each other.
Additionally, an algorithm that could use meteorological data, such as the weather conditions,
irradiation, temperature, etc. would be able to detect emit alerts in case the system’s output didn’t
match the meteorological conditions (which our algorithm also doesn’t consider).
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